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Maiden Flight
Hawk Publishing, LLC War is coming for the dragon knights…but love may ﬁnd them ﬁrst. A chance meeting with a young
male dragon seals the fate of one adventurous female poacher. The dragon’s partner, a ruggedly handsome knight
named Gareth, takes one look at the shapely woman and decides to do a little poaching of his own. Sir Gareth both
seduces and falls deeply in love with the girl who is not only unafraid of dragons but also possesses a rare gift—she
can hear the beasts’ silent speech. He wants her for his mate, but mating with a knight is no simple thing. To accept a
knight, a woman must also accept the dragon, the dragon’s mate…and her knight, Lars, too. She is at ﬁrst shocked,
then intrigued by the lusty life in the Lair. But war is in the making and only the knights and dragons have a chance at
ending it before it destroys their land and their lives. Note: Contains dragons, their sexy knights and a damsel who is
not quite in distress. Sizzling hot m/f/m scenes may leave you breathing ﬁre. The Dragon Knights series contains:
Daughters of the Dragon 1. Maiden Flight 2. Border Lair 3. The Ice Dragon 4. Prince of Spies The Novellas 5. The
Dragon Healer (novella) 6. Master at Arms (novella) 7 Wings of Change (novella) Sons of Draconia 8. FireDrake 9.
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Dragon Storm 10. Keeper of the Flame 11. Hidden Dragons The Sea Captain’s Daughter Trilogy 12. Sea Dragon 13.
Dragon Fire 14. Dragon Mates 15. The Captain’s Dragon

Gatekeeper
Hawk Publishing, LLC Two very special knights… Scott and Rik are getting used to working together as a specialized team
of commandos within the Castle Lair when they are sent north on a desperate mission. The throne of the Northlands
has long been in the hands of usurpers, but now that the rightful heiress has been found – the knights are searching
for a way to oust the enemy and put Princess Isabelle on her late father’s throne. One very brave woman… Claire is
living in a castle under siege, hiding within the secret passages to do her duty and protect the location of the allimportant gate. After witnessing the death of her beloved parents, she has stepped up to take their places as guardian
of the gate and protector of the kingdom’s knowledge. She’s saved what she could of the archives and has stepped
into her father’s role as Gatekeeper, all while remaining hidden within the walls of the castle. Three who are destined
to become one… Even in her isolation, Claire has found a way to make allies - just in time, since every day, the enemy
draws nearer to discovering the secret she is guarding. When she meets the knights, the attraction is instantaneous,
but the danger is even more imminent. When Claire is captured by the enemy, it'll be up to Scott and Rik to storm the
castle and free their lady love. They hope to claim her and make a family…if they all live through the perilous times
ahead.

Snow Dragon
Hawk Publishing, LLC A dangerous way to meet… Sent by her king to seek alliance with a reclusive enclave of fair folk
living in the snow lands well north of her home, Lilly is nearly frozen to death in a blizzard before a blinding white
presence comes to her rescue. A fabled, dazzling white snow dragon, Shilayla, drags her heartmate, Luc, out beyond
the protections of their home to rescue the human caught out in the snow. An even more dangerous task ahead… Luc
and Shilayla are tasked with returning with Lilly to her homeland with a message for her king, but they are being
hindered by an unseen enemy. A magical whirlwind blows them far oﬀ course and in strange lands they encounter
other dragons and warriors who help them get back on mission, with the addition of an intensely magical black dragon
as guide. Missions thwarted. Missions completed. And new missions only they can take on… Returning triumphant to
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her king is something Lilly desperately wants, but she also desires to spend more time with Luc. He has quickly stolen
a large piece of her heart and she fears she will never get it back from the fair warrior who is too handsome for her
peace of mind. Luc is also deeply attracted to Lilly, though he knows any romantic relationship between fey and human
is likely doomed from the start. Against their better judgements, they fall in love, but events overtake them and they
must battle and take on a new mission - brokering alliances with unexpected players. All the while, they fall deeper
and deeper into a forbidden love. Will it end as badly as they both fear, or will some kind of unknown magic rescue
their tender hearts?

Dead Alert
Kensington Publishing Corp. Sizzling attraction meets unstoppable adventure in Bianca D'Arc's captivating new
paranormal romance. . . For Emily Parkington, the thrill of ﬂying charter planes for Praxis Air has lately been tinged
with dread. Mysterious cargo ﬂights and a high number of fatal crashes lead Emily to suspect something sinister
behind the scenes. And if her new colleague is involved, Emily won't hesitate to turn him in, in spite of Sam Archer's
sexy charm and irresistibly easy conﬁdence. Enemy or potential ally? Sam can't be sure of anything where Emily is
concerned, except how much he wants her. Immune to the zombie virus created through military research, Sam is
working undercover to ﬁnd out if Praxis is traﬃcking forbidden technology. It was a potentially deadly assignment
even before he found himself distracted by a woman he scarcely knows. And when a "controlled" experiment goes
horribly wrong, there will be no limit to the danger they both face. . .or how far he's willing to go to save her. . . Praise
for Bianca D'Arc "D'Arc delivers a creepy and pulse-pounding story of danger." -Romantic Times on Half Past Dead
"D'Arc's stories are a pleasure to read." -Romantic Times

Red as Blood, or Tales from the Sisters Grimmer
Expanded Edition
Wildside Press LLC What if Snow White were the real villain and the "wicked queen" just a sadly maligned innocent? What
if awakening Sleeping Beauty would be the mistake of a lifetime -- of several lifetimes? What if the famous folk tales
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were retold with an eye to more horriﬁc possibilities? Only Tanith Lee -- "Goddess-Empress of the Hot Read" (Village
Voice) could retell the world-famous tales of the Brothers Grimm (and others) as they might have been told by the
Sisters Grimmer! This special edition, put together for the 30th anniversary of the original edition, adds a new
Grimmer fairy tale written especially for this volume!

Bianca
The Silk Merchant's Daughters
Penguin Bianca ﬂees her arranged marriage to Sebastiano Rovere, who blackmails her into marrying him to keep her
brother's indiscretion a secret, and escapes to a seaside villa where she falls in love with the grandson of Mehmet the
Conqueror.

Brotherhood of Blood
Samhain Pub Limited Three individual tales of vampire lust.

How to Have Your Life Not Suck
Becoming Today Who You Want to Be Tomorrow
Zondervan Do you ever just want someone to help you ﬁgure life out--to tell you how to win at work, what guys to stay
away from, and what jeans rock your body shape? This book is the perfect cocktail of sass and down-to-earth guidance
to navigate your way to the life you want to live. With so much information at your ﬁngertips, real success, good dates,
and true friendships can often feel out of reach. Packed with lessons learned from her own mistakes and heartache,
Bianca Juarez Olthoﬀ is your guide (minus the cargo shorts and tacky hat) in avoiding unnecessary detours on the path
to your best self. With her signature wit, engaging stories, and brilliant insights from a counselor friend, Bianca gives
spot-on advice for adulting, career, relationships, and faith. Following the biblical story of Ruth and Naomi, Bianca's
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humorous and honest anecdotes will empower you to create a successful life and discover all you can be. This curated
manual for the modern woman will help you: Connect with a mentor, let go of bad friendships, and ﬁnd a relationship
worth keeping Trust the goodness of God even in loss, betrayal, and unanswered questions Take initiative, do hard
things, and achieve meaningful success Fall in love with God's Word and see the Bible come alive Bianca will show you
that though life is tough, you are too.

The Rescuers
New York Review of Books Miss Bianca is a white mouse of great beauty and supreme self-conﬁdence, who, courtesy of
her excellent young friend, the ambassador’s son, resides luxuriously in a porcelain pagoda painted with violets,
primroses, and lilies of the valley. Miss Bianca would seem to be a pampered creature, and not, you would suppose,
the mouse to dispatch on an especially challenging and extraordinarily perilous mission. However, it is precisely Miss
Bianca that the Prisoners’ Aid Society picks for the job of rescuing a Norwegian poet imprisoned in the legendarily
dreadful Black Castle (we all know, don’t we, that mice are the friends of prisoners, tending to their needs in dungeons
and oubliettes everywhere). Miss Bianca, after all, is a poet too, and in any case she is due to travel any day now by
diplomatic pouch to Norway. There Miss Bianca will be able to enlist one Nils, known to be the bravest mouse in the
land, in a desperate and daring endeavor that will take them, along with their trusty companion Bernard, across
turbulent seas and over the paws and under the maws of cats into one of the darkest places known to man or mouse. It
will take everything they’ve got and a good deal more to escape with their own lives, not to mention the poet. Margery
Sharp’s classic tale of pluck, luck, and derring-do is amply and beautifully illustrated by the great Garth Williams.

Bibi's Got Game
A Story about Tennis, Meditation and a Dog Named Coco
Tundra Books In the ﬁrst picture book written by and based on real-life tennis star Bianca Andreescu, a young athlete
learns how to work through life's toughest moments through inner strength and meditation. From the moment she
wakes up, Bibi is very busy. Even before school begins, there are cartwheels to do, world records to break (38 minutes
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balancing a spoon on your nose), and her dog, Coco, to snuggle. Bibi's mother suggests she try a sport, but nothing
feels right. Until she tries tennis. On the court, she feels strong and powerful. Her serve is like lightning, her backhand
booms like thunder and her forehand is as ﬁerce as a hurricane. But one day, everything changes when she is injured
on the playground. Bibi is heartbroken, sad, frustrated and angry — she decides to quit tennis! But her mother, with a
little help from Coco, shows her how to meditate and dispel the self-doubt and negativity. Bibi learns to focus on all
the things that make her grateful and happy. And when her body is ready to go back to tennis, so is her mind. "Now
every morning, I picture myself strong and powerful on the court. Just me and the fuzzy ball."

Inception
"My name is Jemma Blackburn, and I have a secret. I know vampires are real. I watched one murder my father eight
months ago, and even though they tried to convince me it didn’t happen -- that I'd lost touch with reality due to the
trauma, I know what I saw was real. Hollow Hills is now the place I call home. It was supposed to be my chance at a
normal life. My chance to bury my secret and start over. But everyone around me is keeping their own secrets,
whispering lies into my ears like promises, and one of them is about to turn my entire world upside down. I thought I
had it all ﬁgured out. I thought I had the answers. I thought I knew who I was. The truth is, I didn’t even know the half
of it. There's a reason these vampires are still after me. There's a reason they will always hunt me. Because I'm not
human. I'm the devil they fear and the angel they crave. Only problem is, I don't know it yet..." --Page [4] of cover.

Tales & Dreams
Independently Published All the fairy tales are real and now I can't escape them...even when they break my heart.
Madilynn Dormiens didn't know how dark the world really is, that is until the dark tales took it over. Death, pain and
torment are the new motto of Lost Time Academy. There is no place for love in this academy. If the dark tales
controlling the Lost Time Academy weren't diﬃcult enough, The Tale brothers are out of control, and Quinton Frostan
is causing trouble now that he is back in Madi's life.The sort of trouble that will get them all killed. Except Quinton is
determined to make a big change, one that could bring someone they all want back...but the price of that change is
too high.Too dangerous. Love just might get them killed after all.Even the darkest Fairy Tales can fall in love...18+ RH
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Blame It On Bianca Del Rio
The Expert On Nothing With An Opinion On Everything
HarperCollins Uproarious advice and never-before-seen color photos from drag queen extraordinaire Bianca Del Rio The
cheeky, larger-than-life drag queen and outrageous comic—"The Joan Rivers of the Drag World," (New York
Times)—who isn’t afraid to shock or oﬀend brings her trademark acerbic wit and sharp commentary to the page in an
illustrated collection of advice. When it comes to insult comics, Bianca Del Rio is in a class by herself. Fierce, funny,
and fabulous—a would-be love child sired by John Waters and birthed by Joan Rivers—Bianca sandblasted her name in
the annals of pop culture on RuPaul’s Drag Race. Thanks to her snarky frankness, impeccable comedic timing, and
politically incorrect humor, she became the show’s breakout star, winning its sixth season. In Blame It On Bianca Del
Rio, Bianca shares her opinions loudly and proudly, oﬀering raucous, hilarious, no-holds-barred commentary on the
everyday annoyances, big and small, that color her world, and make it a living, albeit amusing, hell for anyone who
inhabits it. A collection of biting advice ﬁlled with vibrant photos from Bianca’s twisted universe, Blame It On Bianca
Del Rio will shock you and keep you laughing. But be warned: it is not for the faint of heart!

Infernal
A Dark Paranormal Romance
Hell is empty. The Devil is here. There is no road so long and winding as the one that leads you to the ﬁnish line. Every
bend is meant to test you, every junction meant to bring you closer to that place where love and sacriﬁce meet. To that
place in the valley where the sun doesn
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The Dragon Healer
Hawk Publishing, LLC What’s better than a knight sweeping you oﬀ your feet? Two knights. Silla is a healer riding circuit
on the border, helping those in need. When she hears the pained cries of a dragon in distress, she comes to his aid,
using most of her precious supplies to help the badly injured creature. The dragon’s knight, Brodie, is fascinated by
the woman—the miracle worker—who has come to help his friend. She is both beautiful and kind hearted and he
quickly realizes she is his destined mate. And if she is Brodie’s mate, she is Geoﬀ’s as well, for Brodie’s dragon was
mated to Geoﬀ’s dragon many years ago. Geoﬀ doesn’t believe in the tales of love at ﬁrst sight among knights, but he
knows that when either he or Brodie ﬁnds a wife, they will share her. Hearing about the dragon’s injury, Geoﬀ and his
dragon race to help, only to ﬁnd the dragon on the mend and Brodie in bed with the most stunning woman Geoﬀ has
ever seen. Love at ﬁrst sight turns out to be real and it strikes them as they come together and realize that no matter
what the obstacles, they are meant to be together. Silla is the missing link that will join their lives and make them a
true Lair family—if they can just convince her. Note: Knights like to get frisky and these two are no exception. Beware
the passion, playfulness, a bit of bondage and a whole lot of three-way loving with a tiny bit of exhibitionism thrown in
for good measure. The Dragon Knights series consists of: Daughters of the Dragon 1. Maiden Flight 2. Border Lair 3.
The Ice Dragon 4. Prince of Spies The Novellas 5. The Dragon Healer 6. Master at Arms 7 Wings of Change Sons of
Draconia 8. FireDrake 9. Dragon Storm 10. Keeper of the Flame 11. Hidden Dragons The Sea Captain’s Daughter Trilogy
12. Sea Dragon 13. Dragon Fire 14. Dragon Mates 15. The Captain’s Dragon

Can't Hide from Love 3
A Boss' Obsession
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform After Trenae, catches her best friend, and ex-boyfriend, together in bed, all
hell breaks loose, which lands Trenae in jail facing a lengthy sentence, leaving Nahlij trying to ﬁgure out how to get
her out, and keep her out. Silas's life seem to be spiraling out of control since he doesn't have Trenae by his side
anymore. After the death of someone associated with Silas, more secrets of his start to come to light, which leaves
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Silas no choice, but to go on the run with one mission in mind: to kill Trenae. With Silas on the run, Nahlij moves
Trenae to California, where he knows that she will be safe. Life in California is not as easy as Trenae thought it would
be due to a few ghosts of Nahlij's past coming to life. 'What happens in the dark, will come to light' seems to be the
theme of this explosive ﬁnale. Will the hidden secrets tear all involved apart, of pull them closer together?

Destruction
Jennifer Bene Lianna Mercier has everything. She’s beautiful, well-educated, her father is rich, powerful and she works
for him. The perfect little princess, raised to be just like daddy. A bloody, screwed up lie, and David Gethen is about to
tear it all down and destroy Lianna in the process. He wants revenge, he wants to ﬁnish the plan his father started
years ago but after he takes her, after he tortures her, he begins to realize just how wrong he may have been

Dangerous Temptation
Dangerous Press He arrives all dressed in black. Diamond cuﬄinks. A watch on his tanned wrist that cost more than we
would ever see in a lifetime of work. He carries a single red rose for my mother. Months later, Tiernan Morelli lays red
roses on my mother’s grave. That same day, he tells me that he is my new guardian. I should have known from the
very start that he had more in common with the thorns than the rose. Now I know the truth: I’m a pawn in his
dangerous game of revenge. I was too young and naive. Now it's too late to save myself from his clutches. I belong to
him.

Burn for You
Montlake Romance A classic fairy tale gets a sexy, edgy twist. Jackson "The Beast" Boudreaux is rich, gorgeous, and
unbelievably rude to the staﬀ at Chef Bianca Hardwick's New Orleans restaurant. Bianca would sooner douse herself in
hot sauce than cook for Jackson again, but when he asks her to cater his fund-raiser, Bianca can't refuse, knowing the
cash will help pay her mother's medical bills. Then Jackson makes another outrageous request: Marry me. The
unconventional oﬀer includes an enormous sum--money Bianca desperately needs, even if it does come with a
contract--and a stunning ring. The heir to a family bourbon dynasty, Jackson knows the rumors swirling around him.
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The truth is even darker. Still, he needs a wife to secure his inheritance, and free-spirited, sassy Bianca would play the
part beautifully. Soon, though, their simple business deal evolves into an emotional intimacy he's built walls to avoid.
As the passion heats up between them, Bianca and Jackson struggle to deﬁne which feelings are real and which are for
show. Is falling for your fake ﬁanc� the best happy ending...or a recipe for disaster?

It's Complicated
The Social Lives of Networked Teens
Yale University Press Surveys the online social habits of American teens and analyzes the role technology and social
media plays in their lives, examining common misconceptions about such topics as identity, privacy, danger, and
bullying.

The Jungle Book
Writing Literature Reviews
A Guide for Students of the Social and Behavioral
Sciences
Taylor & Francis This useful guide educates students in the preparation of literature reviews for term projects, theses,
and dissertations. The authors provide numerous examples from published reviews that illustrate the guidelines
discussed throughout the book. ? New to the seventh edition: ? Each chapter breaks down the larger holistic review of
literature exercise into a series of smaller, manageable steps Practical instructions for navigating today’s digital
libraries Comprehensive discussions about digital tools, including bibliographic and plagiarism detection software
Chapter activities that reﬂect the book’s updated content New model literature reviews Online resources designed to
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help instructors plan and teach their courses (www.routledge.com/9780415315746).

Cork Dork
A Wine-Fueled Adventure Among the Obsessive
Sommeliers, Big Bottle Hunters, and Rogue Scientists
Who Taught Me to Live for Taste
Penguin INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AND A NEW YORK TIMES CRITICS' PICK “Thrilling . . . [told] with gonzo
élan . . . When the sommelier and blogger Madeline Puckette writes that this book is the Kitchen Conﬁdential of the
wine world, she’s not wrong, though Bill Buford’s Heat is probably a shade closer.” —Jennifer Senior, The New York
Times Professional journalist and amateur drinker Bianca Bosker didn’t know much about wine—until she discovered
an alternate universe where taste reigns supreme, a world of elite sommeliers who dedicate their lives to the pursuit
of ﬂavor. Astounded by their fervor and seemingly superhuman sensory powers, she set out to uncover what drove
their obsession, and whether she, too, could become a “cork dork.” With boundless curiosity, humor, and a healthy
dose of skepticism, Bosker takes the reader inside underground tasting groups, exclusive New York City restaurants,
California mass-market wine factories, and even a neuroscientist’s fMRI machine as she attempts to answer the most
nagging question of all: what’s the big deal about wine? What she learns will change the way you drink wine—and,
perhaps, the way you live—forever. “Think: Eat, Pray, Love meets Somm.” —theSkimm “As informative as it is, well,
intoxicating.” —Fortune

The Hate U Give
HarperCollins 8 starred reviews · Goodreads Choice Awards Best of the Best · William C. Morris Award Winner · National
Book Award Longlist · Printz Honor Book · Coretta Scott King Honor Book · #1 New York Times Bestseller! "Absolutely
riveting!" —Jason Reynolds "Stunning." —John Green "This story is necessary. This story is important." —Kirkus (starred
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review) "Heartbreakingly topical." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A marvel of verisimilitude." —Booklist (starred
review) "A powerful, in-your-face novel." —Horn Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between
two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy
balance between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil
at the hands of a police oﬃcer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are calling
him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some
cops and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went
down that night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr. But what Starr does—or does not—say could
upend her community. It could also endanger her life. Want more of Garden Heights? Catch Maverick and Seven’s story
in Concrete Rose, Angie Thomas's powerful prequel to The Hate U Give.

Dark Blood
A Maﬁa Hitman Romance
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform "You will bend to my will, or you will regret it, princess." For the ﬁrst time in
her life, Bianca Da Costa feels free, even when she is bound by chains. Kidnapped from under her mobster daddy's
nose, she has no way of escaping the Hound - the Abbate crime family's most vicious hitman. But maybe she doesn't
want to escape. Maybe her savior is the dark beast himself... And to face him, Bianca will have to look right into the
eyes of the monster. Matteo Salini is trained to kill. Pumped with drugs and used to blood, he doesn't expect to ﬂinch
when he has to take Bianca's life. She's beautiful - there is no doubt in that. But Matteo has women servicing him left
and right, and he doesn't need a spoiled maﬁa princess to screw with his head. Bianca is much more than that though,
and her tenderness ﬁnds its way under Matteo's rough skin. She might be his only chance of redemption. She's his
prisoner, he's her savior. And DARK BLOOD is about to be spilled. Full-length dark romance novel. No cliﬀhanger. No
cheating. HEA.
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Jane Eyre
The LitJoy Classics edition of Jane Eyre features a fully illustrated cover and interior end pages, ﬁve full-page
illustrations, gold-color ribbon, custom slip cover, gilded gold page edges, and artwork by Felix Abel Klaer.

If You Want to Make God Laugh
Penguin A rich, unforgettable story of three unique women in post-Apartheid South Africa who are brought together in
their darkest time and discover the ways that love can transcend the strictest of boundaries. In a squatter camp on the
outskirts of Johannesburg, seventeen-year-old Zodwa lives in desperate poverty, under the shadowy threat of a civil
war and a growing AIDS epidemic. Eight months pregnant, Zodwa carefully guards secrets that jeopardize her life.
Across the country, wealthy socialite Ruth appears to have everything her heart desires, but it's what she can't have
that leads to her breakdown. Meanwhile, in Zaire, a disgraced former nun, Delilah, grapples with a past that refuses to
stay buried. When these personal crises send both middle-aged women back to their rural hometown to heal, the
discovery of an abandoned newborn baby upends everything, challenging their lifelong beliefs about race,
motherhood, and the power of the past. As the mystery surrounding the infant grows, the complicated lives of Zodwa,
Ruth, and Delilah become inextricably linked. What follows is a mesmerizing look at family and identity that asks: How
far will the human heart go to protect itself and the ones it loves?

The Strange Thing We Become and Other Dark Tales
The Strange Thing We Become and Other Dark Tales collects eight stories of literary dark ﬁction. Tense and terrifying,
these masterful stories by Eric LaRocca explore the shadow side of love. You Follow Wherever They GoBodies Are for
BurningThe Strange Thing We BecomeThe Trees Grew Because I Bled ThereYou're Not Supposed to Be HereWhere
Flames Burned Emerald as GrassI'll Be Gone by ThenPlease Leave or I'm Going to Hurt You
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Wicked Daddy
A Dark Captive Maﬁa Romance
Independently Published Christmas vacation with my two best friends turns into a nightmare I never saw coming. Aida
and Gia begged me to vacation with them in Boston. My parents were away in Hong Kong, so I agreed. It might be one
of the worst decisions I've ever made. I'm snatched from the bar we're drinking at. Taken captive by one of Milo's
enemies. The Russian Bratva boss, Mikhail Gurin. He holds me for ransom in an attempt to force Milo to back down
from a merger. Milo doesn't strike me as the kind of man that accepts threats. It means I'm doomed to a fate worse
than death. Mikhail Gurin is brutally handsome, but he's as wicked as sin. The way he looks at me scares me to the
core. He intends to use me as his slave and plaything until Milo submits. He tells me he will ruin me for all other men
and then toss me aside. Milo will never back down, so it means I'm entangled in this trap forever, destined to be used
by the Bratva boss for all eternity. Will his wicked ways ruin me forever? Wicked Daddy is the ﬁfth book in the Boston
Maﬁa Dons Series by Bianca Cole. This book is a story with no cliﬀhanger and a happily ever after ending. This story
has some very dark themes that may upset some people, hot scenes, and bad language. It features an over-the-top
possessive, and wicked Russian Pakhan.

Rare Vintage
Marc is the Master vampire. Kelly is the new Gal Friday at the winery his friend owns. Marc is obsessed with Kelly,
though he doubts he could be so lucky as to ﬁnally ﬁnd his One after over six hundred years of searching. When an
upstart vampire in Marc's territory issues a challenge to his leadership, it will be a ﬁght to the death...but will saving
Marc, require Kelly's death too?
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Plugged in
How Media Attract and Aﬀect Youth
Yale University Press Cover -- Half-title -- Title -- Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents -- Preface -- 1 Youth and Media -- 2
Then and Now -- 3 Themes and Theoretical Perspectives -- 4 Infants, Toddlers, and Preschoolers -- 5 Children -- 6
Adolescents -- 7 Media and Violence -- 8 Media and Emotions -- 9 Advertising and Commercialism -- 10 Media and Sex -11 Media and Education -- 12 Digital Games -- 13 Social Media -- 14 Media and Parenting -- 15 The End -- Notes -Acknowledgments -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W
-- X -- Y -- Z

Blanca & Roja
Feiwel & Friends The biggest lie of all is the story you think you already know. The del Cisne girls have never just been
sisters; they’re also rivals, Blanca as obedient and graceful as Roja is vicious and manipulative. They know that,
because of a generations-old spell, their family is bound to a bevy of swans deep in the woods. They know that, one
day, the swans will pull them into a dangerous game that will leave one of them a girl, and trap the other in the body
of a swan. But when two local boys become drawn into the game, the swans’ spell intertwines with the strange and
unpredictable magic lacing the woods, and all four of their fates depend on facing truths that could either save or
destroy them. Blanca & Roja is the captivating story of sisters, friendship, love, hatred, and the price we pay to protect
our hearts.

Cruel Prince
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Royal Hearts Academy
Independently Published Welcome to their kingdom...I never thought I'd step foot in Royal Manor again. But four years
later, here I am...back to ﬁnish my senior year at Royal Hearts Academy.And forced to face Jace Covington. My ﬁrst
friend. First crush. First kiss. The one I left behind.Only-he isn't the same boy I gave my heart to.This new Jace is as
cruel as he is gorgeous.And he's determined to make my life a living hell. Along with the rest of his gloriﬁed family and
crew of tyrants.They expect me to worship the ground they walk on like everyone else, but I'd rather eat dirt.If Jace
Covington wants me gone...he'll have to try harder. Because I've never been the kind of girl to play by the
rules.WARNING: Royal Hearts Academy is a New Adult/High School series of standalones ﬁlled with drama, a touch of
angst, and boys who are bad to the bone.This series is recommended for mature readers due to graphic language and
sexual content.

Jacob's Ladder
Tales of the Were
Hawk Publishing, LLC Does she dare climb Jacob’s Ladder…straight into his waiting arms? A man on a mission… Jake can
see the future and there’s a special woman on his mind. She needs his help and he’s just the man to help when danger
stalks her every step. A woman with responsibilities… For Ria, being the Nyx—the leader of her people—comes with
burdens that few can understand. Her special abilities make her a target of an ancient faction that hopes to pervert
Ria’s hereditary power to their own evil purposes. She’s lived most of her life on the run, but the time has come to turn
and confront the bad guys on her trail. Can a shifter queen take a human as her mate? Ria is torn. Her heart is drawn
to the human man who fulﬁlls her every desire, but at what cost? She has her people—and the safety of the mortal
realm—to consider. Her enemies want to use the ancient power of the Nyx to return evil to this world. Whatever the
cost, she and Jake must stop them, before it’s too late. But will it be too late for their love as well? The String of Fate
series includes: 1. Cat's Cradle 2. King's Throne 3. Jacob's Ladder 4. Her Warriors String of Fate is also related to, and a
part of, the larger Tales of the Were series. For more great big cat shifter stories set in this world, check out the
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Redstone Clan set, which contains: - The Purrfect Stranger (novella) 1. Grif 2. Red 3. Magnus 4. Bobcat 5. Matt All of
the String of Fate, Brotherhood of Blood, Tales of the Were, Redstone Clan, Grizzly Cove, Jaguar Island, Gemini Project
and Lick of Fire books are related. They all happen in the same contemporary paranormal world and share characters
and events between them.

Hidden Dragons
Hawk Publishing, LLC Love ﬂourishes when two knights unexpectedly ﬁnd the woman of their dreams… Sir Robert ﬁnds a
beautiful maiden sobbing by a small waterfall. She proves to be a very special woman who can communicate with
dragons. She lives alone in the forest, on the edge of a village Robert and his ﬁghting partner, Bear, have been sent to
investigate. When she invites them to shelter from the rain in her barn, they accept, using her place as a vantage point
for their surveillance of the town below. Both knights are drawn to the fair maiden. Could she be the one to share their
lives? Their dragon partners certainly think so. When they discover a treasonous plot in the village, they must act
quickly. Will they be in time to stop the enemy from gaining a strategic foothold in their land? And will they be able to
protect the woman who has become precious to them, even while the battle rages? And most important, when the dust
settles, can they convince her to stay in the Lair with them...forever? The Dragon Knights series consists of: Daughters
of the Dragon 1. Maiden Flight 2. Border Lair 3. The Ice Dragon 4. Prince of Spies The Novellas 5. The Dragon Healer 6.
Master at Arms 7 Wings of Change Sons of Draconia 8. FireDrake 9. Dragon Storm 10. Keeper of the Flame 11. Hidden
Dragons The Sea Captain’s Daughter Trilogy 12. Sea Dragon 13. Dragon Fire 14. Dragon Mates 15. The Captain’s
Dragon

My Name Is Pink
Pink-Femme Fatale Artemis-Deadly Assassin Bianca-Shy Socialite All three have something in common-they love the
same man. But can he love them all?Theodore Hastings fucked Pink, married Bianca, and fought side by side with
Artemis. But this sick game of fuck marry kill is not that simple. Not when all three are the same person.And this is
how it all started. My Name Is Pink is the prequel to Morally Corrupt, and it depicts the budding relationship between
Theo and Bianca. It ends on a HFN cliﬀhanger. Please be advised that it contains mature themes and triggers that
might upset some readers.
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Lords of the Were
Hawk Publishing, LLC Allie is about to discover a heritage of power…and blood…werecreatures, magic, and a misguided
vampire who wants to kill two men who could be the loves of her life. Allie was adopted. She had always known it, but
when a mysterious older woman shows up and invites her to learn about her birth family, things take a turn for the
odd. Then Allie meets the Lords. Twin Alpha werewolves who rule over all North American werecreatures, Rafe and Tim
may look exactly alike, but Allie can tell them apart from the moment they ﬁrst meet. She’s not sure what to think
when they both want to claim her as their mate. They are dominant, sexy, and all too ready to play games of the most
delicious kind with her, but when a rogue vampire threatens her safety, they jump to her defense. It will take all of
them working together, to stop the evil that has invaded their territory. Can they trust in each other and the power of
their new love to prevail? Or will an ancient enemy win the day and usher evil incarnate back into the world? Note: This
is the ﬁrst book in the Tales of the Were series, which stretches out to encompass several related storylines and subseries that follow diﬀerent sets of characters in diﬀerent parts of the world. Sub-series include: Tales of the Were – The
Others Tales of the Were – Redstone Clan Tales of the Were – String of Fate Tales of the Were – Grizzly Cove Tales of
the Were – Gift of the Ancients Tales of the Were – Jaguar Island Tales of the Were – Big Wolf Tales of the Were – Lick of
Fire Tales of the Were – Gemini Project Tales of the Were – Guardians of the Dark ...and the related series…
Brotherhood of Blood

Tales & Time
Lost Time Academy What if all the fairy tales are real? What if you were one of them? When Madilynn turned seventeen,
her parents dropped a big, ancient-looking book in her lap and said to open it by herself. Madilynn almost wishes she
hadn't when it reveals she is a descendant of a fairy tale, and her parents tell her it's time for her to attend Lost Time
Academy.Being thrown into a world that is literally full of fairy tales, the last thing she expects is to see the four guys
she grew up with.Four guys who have grown from boys to now geeky, dark, passionate men who rule the
Academy...and they never forgot Madilynn.Time makes all tales come true, including the dark ones. Reverse harem &
17+
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Mirror Mirror
A Novel
Harper Collins The year is 1502, and seven-year-old Bianca de Nevada lives perched high above the rolling hills and
valleys of Tuscany and Umbria at Monteﬁore, the farm of her beloved father, Don Vicente. One day a noble entourage
makes its way up the winding slopes to the farm—and the world comes to Monteﬁore. In the presence of Cesare Borgia
and his sister, the lovely and vain Lucrezia—decadent children of a wicked pope—no one can claim innocence for very
long. When Borgia sends Don Vicente on a year's quest to reclaim a relic of the original Tree of Knowledge, he leaves
Bianca under the care, so to speak, of Lucrezia. She plots a dire fate for the young girl in the woods below the farm,
but in the dark forest there can be found salvation as well. . . . A lyrical work of stunning creative vision, Mirror Mirror
gives fresh life to the classic story of Snow White—and has a truth and beauty all its own.

The Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book Three:
Titan's Curse
Disney / Hyperion Books for Children In this third book of the acclaimed series, Percy and his friends are escorting two new
half-bloods safely to camp when they are intercepted by a manticore and learn that the goddess Artemis has been
kidnapped.
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